This paper discusses the definition and validation of an upgraded model of slider-reefed parafoil inflation. Unlike an early version which focused only on the slider-descent phase, this improved model incorporates the dynamics of the all-important slider-up phase which precedes slider-descent. The model is "dynamical" in that it involves a physical description of the cell inflation process and corresponding parachute drag area expansion. The upgrade is also detailed enough to require over 15 input parameters describing the deployment conditions, canopy dimensions, and most importantly, slider dimensions and drag characteristics. The simulation outputs not only include the evolutions of the drag force and parachute-payload descent rate, but also the actual duration of the slider-up stage. The model can be applied to both sail-slider and pilot chutecontrolled slider configurations, but not to sliders that are physically and temporarily attached to the wing during the early phases of inflation. It will be shown that simulations are the most accurate for canopy-slider designs that have been "tuned" to reduce surging. Nomenclature a(t) = Instant value of the parachute-payload acceleration/deceleration a max = Maximum deceleration sustained during the slider descent phase A c-inlet = Mean center cell opened surface area during the center cell pressurization stage A outboardcell = Mean opened outboard cell surface area during the outboard cell pressurization stage C D (t) = Instant drag coefficient of the parafoil F inlet = Fraction of mean opened center cell inlet, in terms of total center cell inlet area F end = Fraction of final canopy drag area (after slider-descent) to steady state drag area F linedrive = Net slider down-pushing force (minus grommet friction) F max = Maximum drag force sustained during inflation F sliderdrag = Drag force generated by the slider g = Acceleration of gravity constant 
Nomenclature a(t) = Instant value of the parachute-payload acceleration/deceleration a max = Maximum deceleration sustained during the slider descent phase A c-inlet = Mean center cell opened surface area during the center cell pressurization stage A outboardcell = Mean opened outboard cell surface area during the outboard cell pressurization stage C D (t) = Instant drag coefficient of the parafoil F inlet = Fraction of mean opened center cell inlet, in terms of total center cell inlet area F end = Fraction of final canopy drag area (after slider-descent) to steady state drag area F linedrive = Net slider down-pushing force (minus grommet friction) F max = Maximum drag force sustained during inflation F sliderdrag = Drag force generated by the slider g = Acceleration of gravity constant K ipm = Canopy spreading rate constant = Mass of the parachute-payload system m canopy = Canopy fabric mass (without suspension lines) m slider = Mass of the slider R m = mass ratio S(t) = Instant opened surface area of the parafoil t = Time t c-final = Duration of the center cell inflation stage t max = Time of maximum deceleration during slider descent V(t) = Instant value of the parachute-payload rate of descent V stretch = Fall rate of the parachute-payload system at the moment of suspension line stretch V 0 = Fall rate of the system at the end of the slider-up phase V cell = Total volume of the center cells V outboardcell = Total outboard cell volume u in (t) = Speed of the air entering a cell through the wing leading edge inlets W slider = Weight of the slider W total = All-up weight Δ(t) = Dynamical factor of the canopy spreading rate constant Φ = Scale factor of the canopy spreading rate constant μ k = Kinetic friction coefficient between the slider grommets and suspension lines μ s = Static friction coefficient between the slider grommets and suspension lines ρ = air density at deployment altitude
Σ(t) = Instant drag area of the parafoil ( =C D (t) S(t))
Σ slider-extra = Extra slider drag area (generated by PCS pilot chute, slider dome geometry, etc.) Σ slider = Slider drag area (from fabric within grommeted frame) θ(t) = Angle between the side wall of the tip cells and the horizontal <(1-sinΩ-μcosΩ)> = "Slider-push" factor during the slider-descent phase <Δ(t)> = Average value of the dynamical factor of the canopy spreading rate constant <Σ sld > = Average canopy drag area during the slider-descent phase
Introduction
Over the years, the computer simulation of the inflation of slider-reefed parafoils has been carried out with a variety of models that include drag evolutions based on time-polynomial drag area laws [1, 2] , or CFD-based drag area computations using a prescribed wing expansion rate [3, 4] , or a dynamical description of the slider-descent phase only [5, 6] . Although very approximate, these schemes have yielded qualitative and sometimes quantitative agreement with parachute opening data. But because of their simplicity and lack of detail, these early models have not been able to answer questions directly related to slider design. The model described herein achieves such a goal by using simple, but physically correct 1-and 2-degree-of-freedom models that describe each of the of the three inflation stages that characterize such a parachute system. The result is a simulation capability that is detailed enough to even predict whether there will be slider descent or not.
This paper describes first the basic theory that is behind this improved model, and ends with a discussion of the comparisons with experimental data that have been done to validate it (note: the validation has been discussed in even greater details in reference [7] ). Further discussions follow in another paper presented at this conference [8] , with a description of some of the many inflation performance scaling laws that can be obtained by running hundreds of simulations.
Basic Assumptions and Equations

Inflation stages and inflation modes
The most important aspect of the model is that it describes each of the inflation stages and phases that characterize most inflating slider-reefed parafoils:
o The first stage involve the so-called "center cells", which are located along the mid-span section of the wing, and whose width is similar to the slider's. The so-called "outboard cells", on the other hand, are the cells that make up the rest of the wing, including the wing-tip cells. In skydiving circles, the first two stages are also collectively known as the "snivel" or "slider-up" phase. Herein slider-descent shall be identified not only as a "stage", but also as a "phase" when being compared to the snivel/slider-up phase. As shown in figures 1 and 2, the first two stages are characterized by the slider being positioned next to, and being pushed against the bottom skin of the wing by the relative wind. The slider-up phase is then followed by slider-descent when the pressure inside the cells is high enough to overcome the horizontal component of the suspension lines' tension (at the attachment points), as well as the slider's own drag and (static) friction against the lines. Note that this three-stage sequence characterizes most, but not all of the inflation modes that parafoils have been known to use; examples of such un-represented modes include: Bottom skin opening: typically an inflation mode that occurs with unreefed parafoils, but also with slider-reefed parafoils when the slider is being pushed away from the canopy before cell inflation has ever begun. Such a scenario usually occurs during off-staged deployments, or right after bag-strip when transient high pressures between the wing's bottom skin and the slider are strong enough to push the latter downwards. In both cases the canopy spreads out with the wind catching the wing's anhedral and/or wing stabilizers without the cells ever inflating. Reverse pressurization: an inflation sequence in which the outboard cells pressurize before the center cells; such a mode is typically seen with the larger parafoils, and also with parafoils of any size equipped with large inlets (relative to wing thickness). Suspension line twists: an inflation mode occurring while the suspension lines are being twisted, thus preventing the full descent of the slider down the suspension lines and full canopy extension. Deformed wing inflation: an inflation event caused by "line-overs" or other malfunctions.
No-lift approximation: inflation modeling for "tuned" or "balanced" canopies
Several approximations and simplifying principles shall be used to define mathematics of the model. Perhaps the most important of these shall be the exclusion of wing lift during the slider-up and slider-descents phases, as well as during the post-inflation phase. Using drag as the only aerodynamic force at play during inflation makes good physical sense for those canopies that have been "tuned" or "balanced", i.e. trimmed to prevent gliding and surging, and/or canopy rotations. Tuning is achieved by pulling and setting (or "stowing") the steering lines in a manner to bend downwards the two trailing edge corners on the wing, as shown in figure 1 and 4. Such adjustments amount to putting the wing into a "braking" mode that involves a very low L/D during inflation. See reference [9] for details. This assumption greatly simplifies the mathematics of the model, and avoids modeling the lift force of a wing in deep stall (i.e. near 90°-AOA) and in unsteady motions, a case that is still poorly understood today. In general, tuning will depend on the canopy's rigging angle, slider dimensions and airfoil design. Thus changing slider dimensions on an already tuned canopy may result in de-tuning it, as would be the case for example with sliders of longer chords, a feature that would result in less bending of the folded tails and therefore in a greater L/D (figure 4)).
Drag area laws
The description of all three inflation stages shall involve the standard Newtonian equations of motion of the parachute-payload system:
These equations are written in terms of the parachute-payload total mass and weight (m and W) † , air density at deployment altitude (ρ), instant canopy surface area and drag coefficient (S(t) and C D (t)), instant flight _____________ † Symbols printed in bold red shall herein correspond to user inputs.
angle (θ(t)), and speed and acceleration along the trajectory axis (V(t) and a(t)) . Here g is the constant of gravitational acceleration. Each of the aforementioned inflation stages will involve a different evolution of the drag area C D (t) S(t) (≡ Σ(t) ). In general the instant parachute drag coefficient C D (t) is time-dependent as it corresponds to wakes of changing dimensions and pressure gradients over time. Note that all "added mass" terms that have been used by other authors [2, 11 -13] are here hidden into C D (t).
Drag area evolution during center cell pressurization
This inflation phase/stage occurs right after the canopy has been extracted out of its container bag (bagstrip) and unfolded. At this point the slider spreads out quickly, thereby partly opening the center cell inlet bottom skin, and initiating the scooping of the air into these cells. Note that the efficiency of this scooping action may be severely degraded if the canopy is wildly jerking or rotating. Such motions occur in directions that are transverse to that of the fall and are usually the hallmark of a de-tuned canopy that is trying to fly even though it is only partly inflated. Such transverse motions can also be violent enough to temporarily make the cells exhale some of the air that has entered. Note also that the flapping of the inlets' fabric will also reduce the rate at which the air is entering the cells. In fact, these two effects will be important enough to reduce the net flux through the inlets, to a value that is significantly smaller than the rate obtained by nominal inlet flux (i.e. V(t) x opened inlet surface area). Note finally that this inflation stage shall be affected greatly by the inlets being initially in a limp state, a result of their unfolding after bag strip. This shall introduce a certain amount of randomness, on a jump-to-jump basis, in the values of initial inlet opening area.
An important assumption that shall be used here is that of the air entering the cells shall do so without deceleration, following an assumption of internal cell pressure being equal or close to atmospheric pressure. This approximation is justified by the fact that the cells' horizontal walls and top-skin are limp throughout most of this stage, thus requiring no energy for their expansion. This means that the cells' inflation rate can be basically calculated by counting the air mass that is entering the cell, i.e. via the flux equation ρV cell (t) = ∫ V(t) x (average opened inlet surface area) x dt. In differential form the latter becomes:
Here V cell (t) is the instant volume of the center cells (as a whole), and t c-final the duration of the center cell inflation stage. By definition t c-final will be reached when the cells are completely filled with air. The value of V cell (t c-final ) is calculated in terms the wings airfoil sections L thick , L chord , L span , L sliderspan , and L sliderchord , which correspond respectively to the parafoil wing's average thickness during inflation, wing chord and span during flight, and slider span and chord. The third equation in (3) will allow a computation of t c-final , determined by comparing V cell (t) with V cell (t c-final ) . In other words, the value of t c-final becomes a simulation output rather than a user input. On the other hand, the average (or "effective") inlet surface area A c-inlet in (3) is calculated from
Note that the product V(t) A c-inlet represents the net flow of air entering the center cell, i.e. the difference between the total air mass flux that is "inhaled" by the canopy and the mass flux that is exhaled as a result of canopy jerking and/or rotation. The non-dimensional input parameter F inlet is a measure of the mean inlet opened area during the process, expressed in terms of mean canopy thickness. In principle F inlet depends on the construction dimensions of the inlet and on the amount of nose-down attitude of the wing (i.e. rigging angle). But with inlet flapping being also present, the value of F inlet , and thereby of A c-inlet , becomes more a result of actual canopy dynamics, i.e. a factor that can only be gauged empirically. Luckily, the validation data reviewed in Section 3 below does indicate F inlet to be pretty much the same for all canopy designs and sizes, both in magnitude and jump-to-jump range of variation. Finally, note that the end of center-cell inflation should be accompanied by a sudden increase in internal cell pressure needed to stop the flux going through the center inlets. This effect is neglected here due to its short duration.
The knowledge of the instant cell volume evolution permits calculation of the wing's instant inflated drag area as follows:
This expression assumes that C D (t) ~ 1.12, i.e. the value generated by a flat plate in steady state motion [14] . Such C D -value should make sense physically as, by remaining folded into a generally small span (compared to the fully-inflated configuration), the parachute-payload complex is more akin to a drogue-payload system than a (descent) parachute-payload system, meaning that the fall rate shall be characterized by little deceleration or acceleration. This in turns should insure that the wake being generated behind the partiallyopened canopy should approach that of a steady-state wake [10] . Note on the other hand that (5) includes the contribution Σ slider-extra to the overall drag area that is added by a pilot chute linked to the slider in a pilotchute-controlled (or "PCS") slider configuration, or by the drag pockets sewn along the leading edge of the slider. Thus Σ slider-extra = 0 for the standard "flat" sail slider design.
Drag area evolution for outboard cell pressurization and expansion
This stage is also a bag inflation process like center cell pressurization, but one in which cell internal pressure and entering air flux change over time. Moreover, cell wall expansion is no longer free, but instead restrained by the air stream impacting the sides of the tip cells as sketched in figure 5 (this effect is also visible in figure 1 ). Such impact results in internal cell pressure buildup, which in turns causes the deceleration of the air entering the cells through the inlets.
The evolution of the parachute's instant drag area shall be calculated as follows:
This result uses once again the steady-state plate drag coefficient, given the smallness of the canopy surface area during this stage (as compared to the area of the slider-descent phase) and the ensuing low rates of decelerations or accelerations. Note that (6) includes again the drag area Σ slider-extra added by the pilot chute in a PCS slider configuration. Equation (6) relies on the temporal evolution of the canopy's span (L instspan (t)) and chord (L instchord (t)), which will be calculated separately:
• Canopy span evolution The value of L instspan (t) is obtained by connecting it to the instant volume of the outboard cells:
with X(t) being the width of the outboard cells (see figure 7 ). The factor of "2" in the numerator follows from the wing having two sets of outboard cells (figure 7); on the other hand, the factor of "2" in the denominator follows from the inflating outboard cells having the shape of a prism. Note that implicit in (7) is the fact that the canopy trailing edge corners are being inflated despite being folded into a "U" as suggested in figure 4 , a fold that is due to the location of the slider and to brake-setting. For those canopies where center width is identical to that of the slider, one has:
The factor of "2" in (8) follows from X(t) measuring outboard cell width on either the right or the left wing tips. Equations (7) and (8) thus relate wing span expansion over time to that of cell volume, which in turns shall be connected to cell inflation rates. The latter are obtained from the computation of the air mass entering the outboard cells, and is again calculated via a flux equation used to monitor the evolution of the inflated outboard cell volume V outboardcells (t):
This equation is expressed in terms of the effective inlet area of the outboard cells A outboardcell . Note that this number also takes into account the air that is entering through the center cell inlets and traveling to the outboard cell through the canopy crossports (if present [9] ). Like with A c-inlet , the value of A outboardcell shall be somewhat random on a jump-to-jump basis, in order to reflect the limpness state of the outboard cell inlets early during second inflation stage (figures 1 and 2).
Equation (9) depends on the instant speed u in (t) (≠ V(t)) of the air entering the cells, which shall be calculated via the use of Bernouilli's principle along a streamline that begins well below the parachutepayload system, continues through an outboard cell inlet, and ends inside an outboard cell:
The instant pressure p in (t) inside each cell will be calculated while assuming quasi-static equilibrium between internal cell pressure and the air blast that impacts approximately half of each side of the parafoil wing tip (due to tip cell wall curvature -see figure 2, for example):
Quasi-static equilibrium makes sense given the fact that the expansion of the wing during this stage is very slow, much slower in fact than during slider-descent. Equation (11) is written in terms of the aerodynamic coefficient C N (Ω) corresponding to the normal component of the air stream impacting each wing tip wall. It is expressed in terms of the angle Ω(t) that subtends the wing tip wall and slider surface (figure 3). The value of C N is tabulated below and also shown in figure 6 , and was obtained from the steady-state drag data of a flat plate facing the air stream at angle Ω [14] :
The use of flat plate data is clearly an approximation here, since the air impacting the wing tips of the parafoil is not allowed to flow behind the tips, in contrast to the air impacting and flowing behind a simple flat plate. Note that throughout the simulation the value of the angle Ω(t) is updated via:
• Canopy chord evolution
Updating the value of the drag area via (6) depends on the temporal evolution of the wing chord expansion, caused here by the tail expansion of the outboard cells that are not part of the tip cells. This amount of chord expansion is obtained via this rough approximation:
The first term in (14) arises from the fact that X(t) = 0 at the beginning of this inflation stage; on the other hand, the value of L instchord (0) is equal to the value at the end of center-cell inflation (per figure 4) namely
Slider force balance update and simulation-ending decision
The duration of the simulation of the entire slider-up phase is controlled by the updating and monitoring of the force balance experienced by the slider, as shown in figure 3 . Such a balance involves the drag force generated by the slider, the net suspension line tension differential above and below the slider (minus grommet friction) and slider weight (W slider ):
( ) 
Here m slider is the mass of the slider and μ s is the static grommet friction coefficient. The decision for ending or continuing the simulation of this phase begins with the update of the forces shown in (15) . A decision to terminate the slider-up phase is made when
As the canopy span expands outward during outboard cell pressurization, the angle Ω(t) of the wing tip side decreases, resulting in an increase of the factor (1 -sin Ω(t) -μ s cos Ω(t)). It is such dynamics that results in an increase in line tension differential above and below the slider. Thus slider-descent begins when Ω(t) reaches a value that allow the slider-driving force F linedrive to exceed slider drag (minus slider weight). It is interesting to notice that systems with a high-enough value of μ s can yield situations where Ω(t) = 0 (or X(t) = L thick ), i.e. cases for which there will be no opening (i.e. no slider-descent).
Drag area evolution for slider-descent
Slider-descent follows outboard cell pressurization, that is, whenever the line tension-differential overcomes the upward-directed forces of grommet friction and slider-generated drag (figure 3). But unlike the descriptions of the previous two stages, the quantitative details of the physical processes involved in slider-descent and canopy expansion are still not understood quantitatively for the most part. For personnel parachute applications for which this model is being developed, the expanding canopy generates drag increases that are high enough to cause a substantial deceleration of the parachute-payload system. As discussed elsewhere [10] , the wake thus piles up on the wing's top side, thereby leading to a swift reduction of C D (t) . But this effect is counter-balanced by the increase in S(t), the exact evolution of which could lead either to increases or decreases of the drag area Σ(t). As the details of such balance are unknown, the slider-descent phase shall be herein described by the simple, but accurate-enough model discussed in reference [5] . This simple model is based on dimensional analysis, which suggests that the rate of drag area expansion can be given in the simplest terms possible by:
The constant K ipm is the so-called canopy spreading rate constant, with the "ipm" subscript referring to the original name of the model (namely "Ideal Parachute Model"). The second equation in (17) defines the stopping point of the slider-descent simulation, triggered here by the drag area reaching a preset value that is expressed in terms of the fully opened wing dimensions. Here F end is a non-dimensional parameter and is usually greater than unity, as shall be shown in the next section. In general, the value for K ipm is empirically determined, but as discussed further in [5] , it appears that maximum opening force is only weakly dependent on its value (i.e. ~ (K ipm ) 1/3 ). In the following, a simple formula for K ipm is suggested in order to suggest its dependence on the various canopy and slider construction characteristics. Note that the derivation discussed here is new and different from the derivation discussed in [5] . The formula is based on the simple fact that there is a direct correlation between the location of the slider down the suspension lines and the actual amount of canopy that has expanded spanwise ( figure 7) . Thus the instant drag area can be expressed in terms of the separation Z(t) between the slider and canopy as follows:
Taking the second derivative of (18) gives:
Note first that d 2 Σ/dt 2 has dimensions of ft 2 /sec 2 while the factor Ξ(t) has the dimensions of acceleration, pointing to the fact that (19) could describe canopy wing tip acceleration. Such transverse acceleration (with respect to the direction of fall) involves not only the mass of the canopy fabric itself (i.e. m canopy ), but also a significant amount of near-wake air mass, which is estimated here as ~ ρL chord
3
. With this in mind the factor Ξ(t) is re-scaled into a force by multiplying it by the mass factor (ρL chord 3 + m canopy ). In an additional step, the force is compared to an estimate of the aerodynamic force generated by the canopy during slider descent, namely to (½)ρL span L slidechord V 2 : 
Note the use of L slidechord instead of L chord in the estimate of canopy drag, a substitution that stresses the fact that the wing is not fully extended chord-wise during slider-descent. Physically, the ratio in the square brackets is a comparison between the transverse wing expansion force and suspension line tension, here scaled via wing drag. Because the suspension lines make an angle with respect to the wing, line tension will in general provide a counter-force to span-wise wing expansion. Thus, the more tension in the lines at fixed canopy expansion force, the slower the canopy expansion rate, and thereby the smaller the value of the spreading constant K ipm . Final adjustments to (20) are made to express d 2 Σ/dt 2 more explicitly in terms of slider drag area Σ slider , as well as to add the extra drag contributed to wing drag by a pilot chute directly linked to the slider. Finally, the ½ -factors appearing in (20) are cancelled out, a move demanded by the comparison with experimental data discussed in the next section. Combining (17) and (20), and defining the contents of the square bracket as being equal to the function Δ(t), one obtains: (21) with ψ ~ 1/5. As will be shown later, the value of the constant Φ is quite close to the empirically-determined value of K ipm , indicating that Δ(t) should of the order of unity. In other words, it is Φ that sets the overall scale of canopy expansion, and Δ(t) that provides the jump-to-jump variations with respect to that scale. Equation (21) is very instructive since it can be used as a guide for slider design.
Interesting properties of the spreading rate constant K ipm
In cases where ρL chord 3 << m canopy the factor Φ is proportional to the value ρ of the air density at deployment altitude, meaning that deploying at high altitude reduces the value of Φ and K ipm ; however, the value of F max may or may not decrease accordingly, since it will be depending on the value of the fall rate V 0 at the beginning of slider-descent as discussed in more details in [8] .
With respect to canopy construction size-scaling, equation (21) shows that when ρL chord 3 << m canopy , and because m canopy scales like a surface area (m canopy α L chord 2 ), the factor Φ is expected to scale as a length, i.e. Φ α L chord ; thus scaling up all parachute construction lengths by a factor σ leads to an increase of Φ and K ipm by the same amount, namely, K ipm α σ. But whether the maximum force F max will scale similarly will depend again on the scaling properties of the initial speed V 0 , i.e.-properties that are determined by the slider-up model as shall be further discussed in [8] .
Equation (21) does suggest a sensitivity of Φ and K ipm on slider size relative to canopy size, through the ratio L span /L sliderspan and through Σ slider (being similar to ~ L sliderspan L sliderchord ). Superficially, increasing slider sizes means increasing Φ and K ipm ; but increasing slider dimensions also increases the canopy drag area during the slider-up phase, a scenario that will lead to a smaller V 0 , and potentially to a lower of F max if V 0 2 decreases more than K ipm 1/3 [8] . Moreover, if the slider size increase is large, the canopy could become unbalanced, meaning a reduction of K ipm by about a factor of -2, and with the reduction in V 0 2 to a significant reduction of F max
Nowhere in (21) are there explicit dependences on suspension line elastic properties or on slider grommet friction; this remains an opened question as to whether these factors, although important in the slider-up phase, are also important for the slider-descent phase. Obviously, (21) should be expected to become inaccurate when grommet friction becomes very high, such as with old, abraded suspension lines.
Validation
Database overview
A large test jump database was used to validate this model, including a study of riser load measurements and jumper fall rates compiled by the authors in 1998 -1999 on a variety of Performance Designs (PD) Sabre and Stiletto canopies (loaned by PD), as well as with Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Goliath and Trilobe canopies (loaned by the BLM). The database includes also the results of the qualification tests for service use of the USMC MC-5 tactical parachute assembly, a government study performed at China Lake CA in 1991 -1992 and discussed in reference [15] . More specifically, the canopies that were tested are as follows:
• PD Sabre 120 (non-standard slider, but with factory-set brake in the "packed" configuration to approximate "½-brake" flight) • PD Sabre 120 (non-standard slider; "non-factory" or "shallow" brake setting in the packed configuration approximating the "1/4-brake" flight) • PD Sabre 150 (standard slider; "factory" brake set -tuned canopy) • PD Sabre 150 (standard slider; "shallow" brake set) • PD Stilletto 150 (standard slider; "factory" brake set -tuned canopy) • PD Sabre 230 (non-standard slider; "factory" brake set) • PD Sabre 230 (non-standard slider ; "shallow" brake set) • BLM Goliath, i.e. a Para Flite MT-1X parafoil, known in the US Army as the MC-4 parachute assembly, but with a smaller slider; also uses "factory" brake settings.
• BLM Trilobe (standard slider; "factory" brake set -tuned canopy) • Main canopy of the USMC MC-5 tactical parachute assembly, which is based on the Para Flite MT-1X parafoil; uses a different slider than MT-1X; uses "factory" brake set. Note that both staticline and freefall configurations of the MC-5 were tested and that the former has a pilot-chutecontrolled slider while the latter does not. The freefall configuration should be considered as "tuned".
The dimensions of these canopies and sliders, as well as the suspended weight, are listed Tables 1 and 2 below. Some interesting features are as follows:
-use of over 51 force vs. time riser load curves -use of rectangular wings (Sabre, MT-1X) as well as a tapered wing (Stiletto); -use of 7-cell (MT-1X & Trilobe) and 9-cell (Sabre and Stiletto) designs; -variety of wing surface areas (120 to 370 ft 2 ) and slider-to-wing surface area ratios (0.98% to 2.60%); -variety of total weights (200 to 360 lbs); -variety of deployment altitudes (3000 to 25,000 ft MSL) -repeat jumps and drops involving same suspended weight and drop conditions
Data collection
The three studies used the same basic technology to measure canopy drag, namely load cells integrated in the left and right main parachute risers. Note that the studies by the authors have involved the inclusion in the load-cell data stream of a signal generated by an event switch activated by the jumper upon witnessing slider-descent. The superposition of the switch signal onto the riser load signals will be shown in the figures below and represents a non-trivial validation marker for the accuracy of the relative timing of the various inflation stages. Note that such a signal has an error associated with the swiftness of the jumper in triggering the switch upon witnessing the onset of slider descent -an error that translates into a 0.2 -0.5 second delay on the beginning of the slider descent mark.
All studies involved the measurement of the freefall speeds of the test jumper or test dummy prior to pack opening. An electronic barograph worn by the jumper was used in the study by the authors, while radar tracking was used in the China Lake study [15] . Both approaches yielded a measurement of the freefall speed at the time of the deployment bag extraction from the pack -a measurement which yields a speed value that is very close to that of the freefall speed at the time of suspension line stretch. Figures 8 -11 show only a few examples of the comparisons that were performed in this validation exercise. Reference [7] shows all 51 graphs that resulted from the study of all the drops. In general, a match between simulated and experimental drag evolutions was termed as "good" if the simulated curve pretty much followed the experimental curve, as shown in the examples of figures 8 and 9. A match was considered as "fair" if the simulations followed the overall evolution of the force, but without matching the many high-and mediumfrequency peaks that were present. Figure 10 shows an example of such a case. Finally, a match was termed as "bad" if the simulation altogether failed to reproduce any of the salient low-frequency features of the experimental data, for any reasonable values of the input parameters, as shown in figure 11 .
Theory vs. Experiment -Drag evolution
Several general observations are warranted at this point: -Tuned canopies involved the largest number of good and fair matches, i.e. with over 80% being in the "goodfair" categories, and the rest in the "bad" category. -De-tuned canopies, i.e. those involving non-standard sliders with "factory" brake sets or non-standard sliders with "non-factory" brake settings, did not yield any good matches but only "fair" and "bad" matches in about a 50-50 proportion -The simulations shown in figures 8 -11 used the post-inflation model discussed in [10] , a model that did not include the lift being generated by the wing. Not surprisingly, the simulations missed the onset of steady-state flight regime in almost all the cases.
Theory vs. Experiment -Simulation Input Parameters
It is instructive to look at the values of the input data that was used in the simulations. Appendix I recapitulates the required user inputs while Appendix II shows the actual values that were used, for each canopy under consideration.
Canopy spreading rate constant K ipm
The value of K ipm controls the canopy expansion rate during the slider-descent stage. For the balanced canopies represented in the database, its value is in the range of K ipm ~ 0. 05 -0.10 . Note that this range remains roughly the same over deployment altitude, payload weight and canopy sizes. A validation of equation (21) for K ipm using the data of those tuned/balanced canopies can be found in Table 3 below. More observations are as follows (see Appendix II for details):
-It is to be noted that the value of K ipm varies substantially, often-times by factors of 2, within each parachute category. As discussed earlier, this is a reflection of the jump-to-jump variations associated with the net air flux entering the wing's inlets before and during slider descent (i.e. of the factor <Δ(t)> in equation (21)). These variations of course contribute to the variations in opening shock performance that are seen (for details see [8] ). -For each canopy category, going from "1/2-brake setting" to the "shallow brake setting" is accompanied with a systematic reduction of K ipm -typically by a factor of 2.
-The four balanced canopies with sail sliders (free fall profile) appear to have the same range of values, namely K ipm ~ 0.05 -0.10. According to (21) , this should be a consequence of the ratios of canopy and slider dimensions not varying greatly. This observation is remarkable since it appears to hold whether the system is deployed at low altitude (i.e. 3000 ft MSL) or high altitude (i.e. 25,000 ft MSL), and whether it involves small canopies (i.e. 150 ft 2 ) or "large" ones (i.e. 370 ft 2 ), or whether slider grommet friction is high or low (i.e. μ s ~ 0.15 and 0.50 in the 150 ft 2 and 370 ft 2 cases respectively).
Effective inlet area of the outboard cells A outboardcell
The value of A outboardcell describes the effective inlet opened area during the outboard cell pressurization phase (see Section 2.3.2) . This input parameter is expected to vary on a jump-to-jump basis as a result of the randomness associated with inlet fabric limpness and canopy surging motions. The main lessons to be learned from the input data listed in Appendix II are as follows:
-The value of A outboardcell change on a jump-to-jump basis, often-times by factor of 2.
-Comparing the average values of the small canopies (i.e. Sabre120 and Sabre150) vs. larger canopies (i.e. BLM Goliath and MC-5), one notices an increase by a factor ~ 2.5, a value that nearly matches the corresponding surface area increment (from 150 ft 2 to 360 ft 2 ). -Note that the values for the Stiletto150 are somewhat smaller than those of the Sabre150; this is expected since, even though both canopies have the same surface area, the Stiletto has smaller cell inlets (by about 20-30% in surface area).
-Note that these values are more or less independent of the actual fall rate; the latter information enters the flux calculation through equation (9), which do use the actual fall rate V(t). As an interim measure, the database suggests the following formula as a tool for choosing a realistic value:
Mean center inlet opened area F inlet
The value of F inlet describes the effective inlet opened surface area during the center cell pressurization phase. This number is non-dimensional since defined in terms of the product L sliderspan L thick (see equation 4) . This input parameter is expected to vary on a jump-to-jump basis as a result of the randomness associated with inlet fabric limpness and canopy surging motions. The values listed in Appendix II show that the effective center-cell inlet surface area varies between 5 and 50% of the area defined by the product L sliderspan L thick , namely ~ 0.10 to 1.00 ft 2 for the canopies of the database. Such variations are seen on a jump-to-jump basis (with same canopy) or over all canopy size studied.
Final -to-steady drag coefficient ratio F end
Not much has been said about this non-dimensional input parameter so far, except that it marks the end of the slider-descent phase. Equation (17) defines its value, which is expressed in terms of the steady-state drag area 1.12 L span L chord . In high mass ratio-cases, i.e. personnel parachutes and slow-landing cargo systems where maximum drag during the slider-descent phase occurs well before the end of slider-descent, the value of F end should not be critical to the accuracy of the computed maximum drag. In most of the validation cases considered here, the value of F end was mostly used in order to match the drop-off in force that follows to point of maximum drag, in order to improve the esthetics of the match.
Again the data shows a 100% variation for this parameter. In the case of F end , this is probably due to the timevarying nature of the drag coefficient C D (t) . But note that high values of F end could also be required to mimic the onset of lift at the end of the inflation sequence.
Grommet (static) friction coefficient μ s
Currenlty, there is no data on the value of μ s that is available in the public domain. What is interesting, however, is that all good and fair matches required μ s ~ 0.15 for the "smaller" canopies (namely Sabre120, Sabre150 and Stiletto150), and μ s ~ 0.45 -0.50 for the "larger" canopies (namely Sabre230, BLM Goliath, BLM Trilobe and USMC MC-5). In other words, running the model with μ s ~ 0. 45 -0.50 (μ s ~ 0.15) never produced good matches with the smaller (larger) canopies. In some way, this represents a true prediction of the model, which could be verified independently by a ground-based experiment dedicated in the measurement of μ s . Note that one common feature distinguishing the small versus the large canopies of the database is the use of the same slider grommet diameter in both canopy-size classes, but used with small-diameter Spectra lines in the case of the small canopies, and with largediameter Dacron lines in the case of the large canopies. The difference between the two could then be simply explained by either:
-the big lines filling the grommets and/or. -the Dacron lines being soft, allowing the grommets to "dig-in" more into them and generating more friction than the Spectra lines which are made of "hard" fibers.
Mean canopy thickness L thick
Reference [2] mentions that most airfoils feature a mean canopy thickness that is roughly equal to 14% of chord length (i.e. = 0.14 L chord ). But as discussed in section 2.3.2 and shown in equation 7, L thick is an input parameter that is used to calibrate the angle that the wing tip makes with respect to incoming air stream during the slider-up phase (outboard cell pressurization). An indirect outcome is that varying L thick slightly results in changing the duration of the outboard cell pressurization phase. This approach was used many times in order to perfect the match between simulation model and the experimental data [7] . This data shows differences of up to 30% of the 0.14 L chord -standard, pointing to some dynamical contributions to L thick (i.e. the dynamics of the folded tail). Not much is known beyond the values obtained in this validation exercise.
Concluding remarks
Open-ended questions
Although this improved model of slider-reefed parafoil inflation has been validated by data collected on many types of canopies, there are several issues that remain to be addressed:
-Beyond sail and pilot chute-controlled sliders New slider-reefed parafoils designed for carrying high-weight cargo have been tested by the US Army and other governmental organizations [16, 17] . Typically, such systems are deployed immediately after being dropped from high-flying aircraft -a situation where high (true) airspeeds and thereby high opening forces prevail. As a result, designers have resorted to "controlled" sliders, i.e. sail-type sliders that are directly tied to the canopy by break chord or other means, to be released only at a given moment, canopy internal pressure, etc. Thus "controlled" sliders cannot be described by the current model, given that equation (15) does not include the extra slider-retaining forces that are involved.
-Application to all systems, irrespective of mass ratio
The validation discussed here showed conclusively that the model works well for large (inverse) mass ratio systems, i.e. systems for which R m ≡ ρ(L span L chord ) 3/2 /m > 10 0 . (This range covers most personnel parachute applications, the main area of use of slider-reefed parafoils). However, new applications such as the Strong Enterprise Screamer cargo airdrop system involving mass ratios in the range of R m ~ 0.01 -0.1 have now appeared [16] . As discussed in references [10] and [18] , the very structure of a parachute's near wake is quite different at the lower values of R m , where the parachute-payload system tends to travel at constant speed (horizontal trajectory) or at increasing speeds (vertical trajectory). But deceleration/acceleration profiles shouldn't be as important here, since during the slider-up phase a high-R m system is more like a low-mass ratio system anyway, because of the folded span. But it is expected to be crucial during slider-descent where wake pile-up, or the lack of it, becomes much more important. In the context of the slider-descent model discussed in section 2.3.4, equation (17) is expected to remain valid due to the general principles that have led to it. But it is the value of the input parameter F end itself that is expected to be very sensitive to R m , to reach perhaps magnitudes that could be well in excess of 3-to-5 as R m → ∞. More data is needed in such a case, before a definitive statement can be made.
A source of physical insight
The inflation model discussed herein shows great promise not only as a slider-design tool, but also as a theoretical construct that provides a detailed view of the various processes and factors that are at play during inflation. By being specific on the inflation modes as well as on the type of reefing being used, the model provides indispensable insights on the complexity of the parachute inflation process. In particular, it shows how the randomness associated with surging motions and fabric flapping come into play and influence actual inflation performance. The high level of design details shows also how several design factors can compete to either provoke, or cancel out desired changes in inflation performance. Finally, the existence of such detailed dynamical modeling for slider-reefed parafoils and for other types of parachutes (such as ribbon-type parachute [11 -13] ), should be viewed as necessary precursors to those upcoming, full-fledged CFD-FSI descriptions of inflating parachutes [19, 20] , if only to understand the physics that may be lost or modified by the inevitable numerical instabilities arising in such non-linear, high-degree-of-freedom simulation systems. In this respect, studying the history of numerical weather prediction may provide invaluable guidance on how the understanding of complex phenomena via low order dynamical modeling can help in guiding the development and validation of the type of the high-order numerical modeling that is embodied in CFD-FSI [21] . Table 3 Theory-experiment comparison of the mean value of K ipm ; the experimental cases were those of the "tuned/balanced" canopies. The matches are examples of the "bad" matches discussed in the text.
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